Empower hybrid workers with collaborative mind-mapping apps in Teams
So, why should you use MindGenius Online inside Microsoft Teams?

Microsoft Teams together with MindGenius provides the ideal platform to help identify, collaborate and prioritise their work.

MindGenius Online is also available in both English and Spanish to provide multiple options for our customers.

Creating a unique workspace for you and your team to collate and develop ideas

Organize, evaluate, and prioritize according to your criteria, using a variety of powerful visual tools

Turn ideas into actions — highlighting what’s most important, what’s needed when, and everyone’s workload
We create a unique workspace for you and your team to collate and develop ideas.

- Capture ideas and information
- Quickly group and order information using drag and drop
- Effortlessly add new information
You can organize, evaluate, and prioritize according to your criteria, using a variety of powerful visual tools.

Assign categories to quickly sort and sequence the information and ideas –based on impact and difficulty (in this example)

Use the Tag Centric View to see where impact and difficulty can help you define the sequence of tasks

Focus on the best ideas
Turn your ideas into actions — highlighting what's most important, what's needed when, and everyone's workload.

- Define your key process stages to ensure tasks are managed to completion.
- Arrange tasks by your criteria.
- Drag and drop tasks to track progress.
Success Stories using MindGenius Online

- To complete business objectives that are simply not possible to achieve when constrained by people, cost or time
- Improve communication within remote workers as 88% struggle with miscommunication or inconsistent practice

“We are using MindGenius Online to allow collaboration on a £850,000, two-year artificial intelligence project involving NHS, University’s and industry partners located across the UK. MindGenius Online’s ability to switch views between mind map, taskboard and GANTT timeline has impressed many of the partners involved and has clearly won over new admirers used to more expensive solutions with less functionality.”

Danny Ruta
A1 Clinical Lead – Guys Cancer

Workplace Insight “Remote Workers Endure Poor Communications and Working Practices”
Conclusion:

Why Choose MindGenius Online?

Microsoft Teams together with MindGenius Online provides the ideal platform to identify, collaborate and prioritise your information.

We want to continually do the right things and do them right.

Creating a unique workspace for you and your team to collate and develop ideas.

Organize, evaluate, and prioritize according to your criteria, using a variety of powerful visual tools.

Turn ideas into actions. Visually highlight what's most important, what's needed when, and everyone's workload.
MindGenius Online for Microsoft Teams

Need more information?
Visit our Website.

Watch our YouTube video to find out more:

MindGenius Online and Microsoft Teams: Perfect Productivity Partners

Want to try before you buy?
Get Started for Free
Visit Teams App Store to get started with MindGenius Online for Microsoft Teams

Learn more
Visit AppSource to see the app details and experience screenshots